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Summary:
The mind is an infinite wonder. It has the fantastic ability to transmute your desires into th

Take the case of cancer patients who were given placebo pills. These are just plain pills that

The power came from their thoughts. They were told that these pills contain the highest amou..
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The mind is an infinite wonder. It has the fantastic ability to transmute your desires into th

Take the case of cancer patients who were given placebo pills. These are just plain pills that

The power came from their thoughts. They were told that these pills contain the highest amount
See how powerful your mind is?

They believed that their health will be restored. They have registered in their minds that the
So how can you use your mind to achieve your dreams? One of the most effective ways is to use

Act as if you are the person you want to be. Act as if you are already in possession of whatev

So what do you want to be? You want to be a lawyer, doctor, athlete, or newscaster? Think, act

It’s not enough that you act like one, but you have to actually ACT. Do what needs to be done.

The problem with the people of the modern world is that they are too preoccupied with worries,

White lies have become prevalent nowadays in order to ease the burdens or to persuade others t

There was once a weightlifter who couldn’t lift weights in excess of 300 lbs. So his coach dev
A famous person once said, "Whenever you think you can or you can’t, you’re right."

If you think you are poor, then you are; unless you properly condition your thoughts to the po

There is absolutely no limit with what the mind can achieve. But you have to combine belief, w
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